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General Activity Adjustments 

Paired and Group Activities - Workbook activities that instruct the students to work with a partner or 

in small groups can be done individually or as a class.  Instead of collecting the student workbooks at 

the end of each lesson, ask the students to keep their workbooks in their backpack or locker.

Role Plays - Select student volunteers to read the scripts aloud from their desks.

Move-around-the-room Activities that require the students to stand by a display card to indicate 

their answer can be done with the students remaining at their desks.  Display the cards on the board 

at the front of the room and assign a number to each card such as One, Two, or Three.  Write the 

number above the corresponding card on the board.  Read the scenarios aloud to the students and 

ask them to show their answers by holding up one, two, or three fingers.

Adjustments by Lesson/Activity

Lesson 1 My Road Ahead: Setting Reachable Goals

Activity 4: Ready. Set. Goal!

Play Ready. Set. Goal! as a class.  Display a Ready. Set. Goal! Game Board using a projector.  Put the 

class into 4 teams to play from their seats.  Assign a game pawn to each team.  Place the game pawns 

in the Start space on the game board.  At the start of the game, have the students read their goals 

to their teammates.  Assign a team to go first, second, third, and fourth.  To travel the highway to 

the Ready. Set. Goal! space, roll the die for each team’s turn and select one student from each team 

to answer the question about their goal.  Once all of the teams have arrived at the Read. Set. Goal!  

space on the board, play the rest of the game as the instructions indicate in the teacher’s script. 

Lesson 2 Who’s In the Driver’s Seat?: Making Responsible Decisions

Activity 4: What Would You Do?

Conduct the What Would You Do? activity as the teacher’s script indicates.  Put the students into six 

groups in areas where they can maintain social distance.  Encourage one student in each group to 

read the Situation Card aloud to their group and make sure they are the only one to touch that card.
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Lesson 3 Diagnostic Tune-Up: Identifying and Managing Emotions

Activity 3: What a Day!

Conduct the experiment in this activity as a class.  Give each student a game pawn.  Assign each 

student as either Player A or Player B.  Each student will use his or her own workbook.  Select Player 

A and Player B student volunteers to read what happens as they encounter each emotional situation 

aloud.

Lesson 6 Confidence in Progress: Respect for Self and Others

Activity 3: Express Line

Play Express Line as a class.  Display an Express Line Game Board using a projector.  Place the Fare 

Cards face down on the game board.  Put the class into 2-3 teams.  Designate a game pawn to each 

team.  Place the game pawns on the Townville Station on the game board.  Decide which team 

will go first.  At each team’s turn, draw a Fare Card and read it aloud to the team and follow the 

instructions.  Play the game until one team arrives at the Grant Avenue Station for the win.

Lesson 7 A Peaceful Approach: Conflict Resolution

Activity 4: Peace It Together

Play Peace It Together as a class.  Display a Peace It Together puzzle with the statements facing up 

using a projector.  Read each statement to the class and have them decide if it is a competitive or 

cooperative statement.  Divide the puzzle pieces into two piles of six competitive statements and 

six cooperative statements.  Follow the teacher’s script to ask the students to describe both kinds of 

statements and to continue with the activity.  Invite one student volunteer to turn over and assemble 

the competitive statements.  Then invite another student volunteer to turn over and assemble the 

cooperative statements.

Lesson 9 What to Say: Identifying and Managing Bullying Situations

Activity 3: btw...

Play btw… as a class.  Use a projector to display the …what to say Cards face down in four rows of 

four to create a sixteen-card grid.  Place the btw…Cards off to the side in a face down draw pile.  Put 

the class into two teams.  You will manage drawing the btw…Cards, turning over the …what  

to say Cards, and pairing matched cards for each team.  Follow the rest of the teacher’s script to play 

the game.  The team with the most matches at the end of the game, wins.
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Lesson 10 That’s Entertainment?: Media Violence

Activity 3: Finish Line

Play Finish Line as a class.  Display workbook page 20 using a projector.  Play the game as indicated 

in the teacher’s script with the exception that the class is put into two teams, Team X and Team O.  

Draw and read the Finish Line Cards at each team’s turn.  Then, mark the game board on workbook 

page 20 where each team indicates to put their X or O.


